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Turoyo is the most archaic among modern Eastern Aramaic languages (with the 
exception of Neo-Mandaic), hence its importance for the history of Aramaic. 
Numerous features of Turoyo verbal morphology are easily traceable back to 
Classical Syriac proto-forms in so far as formal shapes are concerned. For this 
reason, the cases in which certain Turoyo forms do not stand in direct continuity 
with the assumed Syriac proto-forms promise new results in the reconstruction of 
the Middle Aramaic ancestor of Turoyo.  

Keywords: Verb in Eastern Aramaic, verbal system of Turoyo, history of geminated 
roots in Turoyo, shape of hollow verbs in NENA 
 
0. Introduction1 

Current scholarship starts from the premise that the Middle Aramaic an-
cestor of Turoyo was an Eastern idiom virtually identical to Classical 
Syriac, i. e. the Aramaic spoken in Edessa (today’s Şanlıurfa in the South-
East of Turkey) around 300 AD. There are good reasons to believe that 
this Middle Aramaic Proto-Turoyo was close to the Edessan variety, yet 
we are able to produce a number of isoglosses separating our Proto-
Turoyo from Syriac we know. By the same token, some of these isoglosses 
link Proto-Turoyo to other Middle Aramaic varieties. In what follows, we 
shall discuss part of the material we have managed to collect, in the hope 
to deal with the rest of it later.2 

                                                        
1 The research has been supported by RFH grant No. 14-04-00374. 
2 Cf. a similar Fragestellung in Hoberman 1988:557: “The modern Aramaic dia-

lects native to northern Iraq and adjacent parts of Iran and Turkey (Northeastern 
Neo-Aramaic, NENA) are descended from the undocumented Aramaic that must 
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1. The shape of the G-stem detransitive Infectum 

The Turoyo verb displays two important retentions vis-à-vis NENA: it has 
two kinds of the G-stem active Preterit, depending on the transitivity value 
of the root, and synthetic Detransitive3 forms of all stems. In the table be-
low, we list the inflectional bases of the Turoyo verb:  

 

 

                                                                                                                              
have been spoken there in ancient times. The relationship between the modern 
dialects and older Aramaic may be explored by applying the method of compara-
tive reconstruction to the modern dialects, creating a hypothesis as to the nature 
of their ancestor. This approach is applied here to the personal pronouns and the 
pronominal suffixes which function in the inflection of verbs, nouns, and preposi-
tions. The reconstructed proto-NENA pronominal system has similarities to those 
of Syriac and Babylonian Jewish Aramaic, but also important innovations of its 
own. By identifying innovations shared by two or more of the modern dialects, 
conclusions about their genetic classification can be drawn.” We endorse this ap-
proach, except that to posit a proto-NENA is too strong a claim, while proto-
Turoyo has to have existed. 

3 We use this alternative label, “Detransitive,” rather than “Passive,” to high-
light the fact that the respective verb bases encode various valence-decreasing op-
erations, not just the agent backgrounding (= passivization), see Furman–Loesov 
2015:3f. 

Preterit Infectum4 Stem 
Active Detransitive Active Detransitive 

transitive intrans qtil qotəl I 
qtəlle  

(qtil +  
L-infl.) 

qatəl  
(+ nomin-
ative infl.) 

  
məqtəl 

II (= D) mqatalle mqatəl mqatəl miqatəl 
III (= C) maqtalle maqtəl 

(village: 
mtaqtəl) 

maqtəl mitaqtəl 
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In an elegant way, all nine “official” participles of the Middle Aramaic 
verb became bases of the verb forms represented in the table, nothing has 
been lost. The tenth “participle” of the Middle Aramaic, not yet recog-
nized as such by our grammars of Syriac, is *qattīl, the productive resulta-
tive adjective formed from intransitive G-stem verbs. Now, the G-stem 
Preterit has two active bases: qtil + L-infection to encode the agent (transi-
tive verbs) as against qatəl + “nominative” inflection to encode the subject 
(intransitive verbs). The qatəl Preterit base is the reflex of the Middle Ara-
maic *qattīl.  

The second important feature of the Turoyo verb (shared only by 
Mlaḥsô) is the synthetic Detransitive for both the Preterit and Infectum. In 
particular, the base of the G-stem detransitive Infectum is məqtəl, which is a 
reflex of the Middle Aramaic Gt-stem participle metqtel (meṯqṭel). Taking nšq 
‘kiss’ as the root to be used in the morphological examples: the shortest 
form (3 ms) is mənšəq, while the forms with inflectional suffixes have /ō/ be-
tween R2 and R3: mənšoqo/mənšoqi. Now the corresponding Syriac forms 
are meṯnšeq/meṯnašqā/meṯnašqīn, i. e., they go back to the pre-syncope 
*maṯnašiq base, which looked very much like the Active Participle of the 
Arabic Gt-stem. It stands to reason that mənšoqi does not go back to 
meṯnašqīn but rather to a Gt-stem shape that used to have a long */ā/ be-
tween the second and the third radicals. For the strong three-radical verb, 
it is completely excluded to have this kind of vowel “initially,” i. e., in the 
Middle Aramaic. To explain this */ā/,!we have to recur to an analogy 
with the hollow roots.5 In Syriac, the Gt-stem of hollow roots had coin-
cided (probably due to a prosodic levelling with the sound verb forms) 
with the Ct-stem of hollow roots, the participle being metsīm, with etymol-
ogically long -tt-: mettVsīm. In Turoyo, *metsīm/metsīmīn would have yielded 
misəm/misimi, while what we actually have is misəm/misomi. This evidence 
makes it clear that Proto-Turoyo had the long /ā/ in the respective slot. 

                                                                                                                              
4 Our  “Infectum” is  Otto Jastrow’s “das Präsens.” We rechristened this stem 

(see also Furman–Loesov 2015:3) because in Turoyo it is one of the two conjugated 
verbal bases, the other one being the Preterit in its two shapes. Infectum gets its in-
dividual grammatical readings (Present, Future, Imperfect/Habitual, Jussive/ 
Subjunctive, Irrealis, etc.) from the morphological and syntactic context, in par-
ticular from prefixed particles and the suffixed/infixed past-time marker. 

5 An analogical development spreading from hollow roots to sound roots is not 
a too far-fetched idea: cf. in particular the Hebrew hipʕīl of sound roots, whose 
shape is most easily (and plausibly) explained by an analogy with that of roots  
II-w/y. 
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This /ā/ is indeed attested in various Aramaic idioms. The earliest reliable 
instance is BA:   yittəŝām ‘(till the appropriate edict) is published’ (Ezr 
4:21), mittəŝām ‘(timber) is being laid’ (Ezr 5:8), yittəŝāmūn ‘(your houses) will 
be converted (into a dunghill)’ (Dan 2:5), but note   yittəzīn ‘(all kinds 
of living beings) get nourishment’ (Dan 4:9), a Gt-form of the hollow root 
zwn. Targum Onkelos, admittedly written in a variety of Imperial Ara-
maic, has only /ā/ (Dalman 1905:317). In JBA, the Gt forms of hollow 
roots have both /ī/ and /ā/, cf. Bar-Asher Siegal 2013:139. The same 
happens in JPA (Dalman 1905:317). In this slot, /ī/ rather than /ā/ seems 
natural, so the origin of the /ā/ is as yet unexplained (for various sugges-
tions, cf. GVG I §270 Gf; Bauer–Leander 1927 §46 n-p; Beyer 1984:488).  

The above explanation of the Turoyo forms was suggested already by 
Adolf Siegel in his grammar of Prym & Socin corpus.6   

Most importantly, Mlaḥsô shares this feature with Turoyo. In Mlaḥsô, 
the G-stem Passive Infectum of II-y verbs is mCoC-, e. g., mṣodí ‘they will 
be seized.’7 This fact, along with some other data, corroborates the im-
pression that Turoyo and Mlaḥsô constitute a genealogical subgroup op-
posed to all of NENA.8  

 
Excursus: the shape of the C-stem detransitive Infectum of hollow roots 

In Turoyo, the detransitive Infectum of the C-stem hollow verbs has the 
shape mitanəḥ/mitaniḥi (Jastrow 1967:108). It is not identical to the same 
form of the G-stem, which, as we know, is misəm/misomi. This situation is 
different from the Syriac one (see above). The mitanəḥ/mitaniḥi shape must 
go back to *mittannīḥ, because the simplification of an erstwhile consonan-
tal doubling is the only source of the non-elidable /a/ in Turoyo (i. e., this 
is compensatory lengthening of a short /a/, in the way of Tiberian He-
brew vocalism, see also chapter 3 of this paper). Thus, to explain 
mitanəḥ/mitaniḥi, we have to admit an analogy of hollow roots with II = III 
roots, as it happens elsewhere in Aramaic (see Chapter 3 of this paper). 
This *mittannīḥ shape has no parallels among the known Ct-stem of Middle 
Aramaic, although it is true that not in all of them (unlike in Syriac, CPA, 

                                                        
6 Siegel 1923:162f. Ritter 1990:129 refers back to Siegel’s explanation. 
7 Jastrow 1994:36. 
8 In the G-stem passive of sound roots, there appears a non-elidable /e/ be-

tween R2 and R3: metneḥí ‘they are going to recover’ (Jastrow 1994:64). 
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and Samaritan)9 the Gt-stem of hollow roots is identical to the Ct-stem of 
hollows roots. For the state of affairs in Classical Mandaic, see Nöldeke 
1875:251f.; for JBA, see Bar-Asher Siegal 2013:139; for JPA, see Dalman 
1905:317.    

 
2. The fate of geminated roots in Turoyo 

In our Turoyo Verbal Glossary in progress, we have spotted some seventy-
four10 Turoyo verbs which are traceable to historically geminated roots.11 
Forty-six originally geminated roots turned into hollow ones in Turoyo, 
nine of which happen to have the C-stem only. This rule works for all 
kinds of geminated roots, be they of Aramaic origin or borrowings. Cf. 
ḥoyəf/ḥəfle ‘wash’ < MEA ḥpp (SL 481); loyəf!~ /ləfle ‘roll, wind’ < Ar. lff 
(Wehr:1158f.); maḥəs! ~ /maḥəsle ‘wake up; notice’ < Ar. ḥss IV (ibid. 
252f.).12    

Turoyo has nineteen geminated verbs in the D-stem, with both inher-
ited roots and loans. The etyma of all these verbs are also geminated. Cf. 
msaməm ~ /msamamle ‘poison’ < MEA smm (D-stem, SL 1020); mkarər ~ 
/mkaralle ‘repeat’ < Ar. krr II (ibid.:1092); mṣaḥəḥ ~ /mṣaḥaḥle ‘correct’ < Ar. 
ṣḥḥ II (ibid.:696). A deviant case is mḥale ~ /mḥalele ‘permit, allow’ < Ar.  
ḥll II (ibid.:284f.).13 

Besides, there are ten quadriliteral reduplicated verbs, most of which 
go back to Arabic geminated roots. Cf. mbaṣbəṣ ~ /mbaṣbaṣle ‘blaze’ < Ar. 
bṣṣ (ibid.:91); mǧasǧəs ~ /mǧasǧasle ‘touch (body, corpse)’ < Ar. ǧss (ibid. 183).  

There are also a few verbs relevant for the present inquiry which un-
derwent more complicated phonological changes. The verb rokəx ~ /rakəx 
‘be soft,’ related to the MEA rkk ‘be soft,’ developed its Neo-Aramaic root 
from the Middle Aramaic verbal adjective rakkīḵ-. In the same way, the 
verb roqəq ~ /raqəq ‘become soft; relent’ had been formed from the MEA 
                                                        

9 For Syriac, see Nöldeke 1966 §177 B; for CPA, see Müller-Kessler 1991:217; 
for Samaritan, see Tal 2013:70. 

10 See the Appendix. 
11 I. e., II = III (or ע"ע) roots. The label “geminated roots” may be not lucky, 

because “gemination” is best applied to morphological operations, such as the 
formation of the D-stem in classical Arabic and some other Semitic languages, yet 
it is convenient for us in the present context.      

12  The fact that in Turoyo the majority of historically geminated roots 
(whether of Aramaic or Arabic extraction) has become II-y roots is well-known 
(Siegel 1923:182f.; Ritter 1990:499; Tezel 2003:37). 

13 See also a discussion in Tezel 2003:53f. 
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adjective raqqīq- ‘soft, thin.’14 Thus, it is the only MEA root that has re-
tained its geminated shape in the G-stem.15  

In Syriac (unlike, e. g., in BA), the active participle of geminated roots 
is bāʔez/bāzzīn, i. e. the shortest shape was newly formed on the analogy of 
hollow roots, while the forms with endings followed the old pattern (the 
BA forms, according to the consonantal text, would be bāzez/bāzizīn). Yet 
in JBA (Bar-Asher Siegal 2013:144)16 and Classical Mandaic (Nöldeke 
1875:250) the forms of the bāyzīn kind are the regular ones. In JBA, one 
observes a similar analogical development of the passive participle. Along 
with the expected bzīz, the form bīz is also attested (Bar-Asher Siegal 
2013:145).  

This feature may be a development of what we find in Classical Syriac, 
it is easily explainable as paradigmatic levelling starting from the shortest 
form and expanding to those with inflectional suffixes. 

In NENA as well, the G-stem geminated verbs of any origin (save a few 
exceptions) moved to the II-y class. This is in particular the case of Bar-
war,17 with the exceptions of ǧnn ‘sing a dirge’ and ṣnn ‘burn (food)’; both 
verbs, however, have alternative II-y shapes;18 cf. also Alqosh,19 C.!Urmi,20 
Sardarid, 21  Sanandaj, 22  Arbel (with xll ‘wash’ and ḥll ‘profane’ as 
exceptions),23 Sulemaniyya (but cf. xll ‘wash’),24 J.!Urmi,25 Betanure26 (with 
the only exception tll!‘become wet’).27 

                                                        
14 In Syriac, no G-stem forms of this root are attested (SL 1489f.). 
15 The synchronically geminated verb goxǝx ~ /gaxǝx ‘laugh’ comes from the 

MEA gḥk ‘laugh’ with *ḥ assimilated to the fricative /ḵ/.  
16 In other dialects the m. sg. form is similar to the form of the II-w/y roots 

baʔez ‘plunder.’ In JBA, as a result of leveling, all forms of the paradigm conjugate 
like the II-w/y with the similar variation of ʔ/y. 

17 Khan 2008:205ff. 
18 Khan 2008:217f. 
19 Coghill 2003:193. 
20 Hetzron 1969:123f. 
21 Younansardaroud 2001:104–108. 
22 Khan 2009:104. 
23 Khan 1999:97. 
24 Khan 2004:111f. 
25 Khan 2008a:91. 
26 Mutzafi 2008:73. 
27 Mutzafi 2008:77. 
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In the descriptions of Hertevin,28 Jilu,29 Bohtan,30 and Amədya31 a list 
of hollow verbs is not provided, while they do not mention the II!=! III 
class either. One may guess that the etymologically geminated roots in 
these idioms had the same fate as in the above NENA. 

 
3. Verba mediae y: the shape of their C-stem  

In Turoyo, the C-stem of verbs II-y has the following basic forms: 
maqəm/maqimi (Infectum), maqəmle/maqimile (Preterit). These shapes do not 
go back to the corresponding Syriac participles mqīm (Active)/mqām (Pas-
sive), because, on purely phonological terms, the Middle Aramaic particip-
ial shape mqīm could have survived in Turoyo, cf. the D-stem base mḥaləq 
of Turoyo: the initial cluster is tolerable in verb forms, the mḥaləq shape 
has not changed since Middle Aramaic times. 

As we shall see, the forms structurally comparable to Turoyo ones exist 
(or used to exist) in the rest of Eastern Aramaic known to us, with the only 
exception of Classical Syriac. In other words, in so far as the morphonol-
ogy of C-stem verbs II-y goes, most of Eastern Aramaic has lived through 
the stage represented by today’s Turoyo. 

The Syriac shapes mqīm/mqām are older than the Turoyo-like forma-
tions. How then did this development come about? 

The change had been triggered by an analogy with geminated roots. 
As is well-known, in Old and Middle Aramaic, prefixing forms of gemi-
nated roots lengthen the first root consonant rather than the second one, 
e. g., maddəqā (C-stem fem. sg. part. of dqq ‘break in pieces’) in Biblical 
Aramaic,32  mabbez/mabzīn (C-stem part. of bzz ‘plunder’) in Syriac.33 

Let us first, as our point of departure, look at the Turoyo picture more 
carefully, and then proceed to the rest of Eastern Aramaic.    

In Turoyo, the only source of the “morphological” */ā/ in open sylla-
bles is the pre-modern *-aCCV sound sequence: in proto-Turoyo *-aCCV 
shifted to -āCV due to the shortening of all Middle Aramaic long conso-

                                                        
28 Jastrow 1988:38. 
29 Fox 1997:27. 
30 Fox 2009:42f. 
31 Greenblatt 2011:127–130. 
32 Bauer-Leander 1927 §48i. 
33 Nöldeke 1966 §178. 
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nants and the compensatory lengthening of /a/,34 e.! g., nafíqi ‘they went 
out’ < *nappīqīn.35   

The analogy with geminated roots is not sufficient to explain the shapes 
maqəm/maqími, because the vowel following the first root radical does not 
drop out or shift to /a/, as it happens to historically short vowels, cf. nošəq!
<!*nāšiq ‘he kisses’ vs. nəšqo!<!*nāšqā ‘she kisses’ and nofaqno!<!*nā p ̄iqnā ‘I go 
out’ vs. nafəqno!<!*nappīqnā ‘I went out.’ This means that in maqəmno/maqimi 
the second vowel goes back to the long */ī/. Thus, as has been already no-
ticed by Hellmut Ritter, the C-stem of Turoyo II-y verbs has a complex 
origin: the first syllable of the shape maqəm/maqimi was formed analogically 
to the C-stem of erstwhile  geminated roots (*mabbez), the second one goes 
back to the C-stem of hollow roots (Ritter 1990:535). 

Siegel (1923:185f.) proposed that the C-stem of II-y! verbs could have 
developed on an analogy with the C-stem of sound roots (*mqīm!>!maqəm ~ 
maqtəl). A similar explanation was suggested by G. Khan for Jewish dialects 
of Arbel36 and Sulemaniyya. 37 

Ritter’s hypothesis is to be preferred, since it squares well with some 
pieces of historical evidence cited below. 

Even in Biblical Hebrew, a conservative NWS language, some II-w/y 
roots form N- and C-stem verbs by doubling the first radical (i. e., proba-
bly on an analogy with the “aramaizing” shape of II!=!III yissōb) and pre-
serving the long root vowel. Cf. the C-stem of √swt: yassīṯ along with yāsīṯ 
‘he incites’; the N-stem of √mwl: nimmōl ‘he was circumcised.’38 Yet this 
feature does not appear in the vocalization of BA.   

Now the verbs II-y in the C-stem of certain Middle Aramaic varieties 
are inflected analogically to the C-stem of II!=!III roots.  

Outside Eastern Aramaic, consider JPA: Dalman (1905:316) says that 
in part of its corpus the C-stem forms of hollow roots ‘sind nach Analogie 
der Verba geminata gebildet,’ e. g., ʔaʕʕīqū ‘they pressed’ (√ʕwq),  ʔaṣṣēṯ ‘he 
listened’ (√ʕṣwt). According to Odeberg 1939 II!26ff., prefixed forms of II-y 
in Aramaic portions of Bereshit Rabba have both pristine shapes and 

                                                        
34 I. e., the lengthening was caused by the shortening of long (or “geminated”) 

consonants. 
35 Ritter 1990:85. 
36 Khan 1999:106. 
37 Khan 2004:117. 
38 GKC §72ee. 
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younger ones (with gemination of the first radical) even in the G-stem 
(yiqqūm and miqqūm).   

In Classical Mandaic, the etymological II-y and II! =! III roots had 
merged.39 The inflectional prefix consonants of etymological II-y verbs are 
followed by the א-vowel sign, e.!g., nʔrym ‘he will lift’ and mʔqym ‘he raises 
up.’ Another piece of evidence for the merger is that the stem vowel of 
etymologically hollow roots drops out in open syllables, e.!g., mʔqmylyn 
‘they raise them’ (as against the Syriac mqymyn/mqīmīn). However, mixed 
(i. e., Turoyo-like) forms also show up, e.!g., mʔrymʔ ‘she raises.’   

In the G-stem of modern Mandaic, the etymological II-y and II!=! III 
verbs coalesced into one shape: qāyem < *qym ‘stand up’ vs. hāyef ‘wash’ < 
*ḥpp. The C-stem verbs of this class double the first radical in the forms 
without suffixes (aqqem ‘he raised up’ and (m)aqqem ‘he raises up’).40 

C-stem shapes of hollow verbs that are comparable with the Turoyo 
one are known in various NENA. Like in Turoyo, they possess the prefix 
vowel /a/ and the non-elidable */ī/ of the second syllable. Consider the 
following Infectum shapes: Barwar mazid/mazída ‘add, increase’ (along 
with mazyəd),41 Alqosh mafet/mafeta ‘pass time,’42 Hertevin maḥeš/maḥiša 
‘gather,’ 43 Sanandaj măšiš/măšiša ‘rock,’44  Arbel mazíd/mazidá ‘add, in-
crease,’45 Sulemaniyya măzíd/mazidá ‘add, increase.’46  

In Jilu, all hollow roots in the C-stem, whatever their diachronic source, 
conjugate according to the pattern meddər, i. e., with gemination of the first 
radical.47 The examples are meddər ‘return (tr.)’ < *dʕr;48 mekkəp ‘bow (tr.)’< 
*kpp and meddən ‘lend’ < *dyn. The only exception is *rym. Thus, Jilu has 

                                                        
39 Nöldeke 1875:247–254. 
40 According to Häberl 2006:264, this gemination has a phonological, not a 

historical background. The gemination gets undone when the stress moves away 
from the initial syllable. Cf. máqqem ~ māqémna (Macuch 1965:328). 

41 Khan 2008:236ff. 
42 Coghill 2003:157. 
43 Jastrow 1988:43. 
44 Khan 2009:122f. 
45 Khan 1999:106. 
46 Khan 2004:117. 
47 Fox 1997:71f. 
48 daʕǝr/doʕǝr (of unknown origin, probably < MEA ḥdr ‘return’) is the basic 

exponent of ‘return’ in Turoyo. This dʕr is, according to the common opinion, the 
etymon of dyr ‘return’ in various NENA.  
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merəm ‘lift up.’ At least for one verb the shape with the strong /y/ is at-
tested: mebyən ‘seem, look,’ cf. Sardarid and C. Urmi below.  

In Sardarid, hollow verbs go back to etymological II-y, II = III and II 
= ʔ/ʕ roots. Their C-stem has two varieties.    

The first variety doubles the first radical (mamməṣ ‘cause to suck’ < *mṣṣ; 
massim bala ‘take care (of smb.)’ < *sym).49 This doubling may be also ex-
plained by the synchronic rule according to which all V̆C syllables double 
their consonant and so get closed, cf. Younansardaroud 2001:8ff.   

The second variety conjugates on the pattern of the sound root with a 
strong /y/ as the second radical (maḥyiṭ ‘cause to sew’ <*ḥyṭ).50 Most verbs 
of the latter group (i. e., with the strong /y/) are of relatively recent vin-
tage, because those of them that are of Aramaic provenance do not usually 
have the C-stem in Middle Aramaic (e. g., ḥyṭ), some of the roots are ety-
mological II = III, mediae aleph or primae yod in MEA. Other members 
of the subgroup are borrowings.  

As for the C-stem of the former group, these verbs were inherited from 
Middle Aramaic and merged into one class in pre-Modern times.  

The first group comprises the following verbs: maṭṭir ‘return (tr.)’ 
(< *dʕr); maččis ‘cover’ (< *ksy?, SL 639; DJBA 591; MD 220); maččip ‘turn 
(the volume) down’ (< *kpp?, SL 643f., no C-stem; DJBA 596f.; MD 208); 
mammiṣ ‘cause to suck’ (< *mṣṣ, SL 818; DJBA 701; MD 277); massim bala 
‘take care of smb.’ (< *sym, SL 1001ff., no C-stem; MD 321f.); mayyiq 
‘make narrow’ (< *ʕyq, SL 1084f.; DJBA 848; MD 10); maqqət ‘cause to 
touch’ (< *qtt?, SL 1423; MD 417); maqqəm ‘awaken’ (< *qym, SL 1330–
1333; DJBA 992–999; MD 407f.). 

 The second group is as follows: mazyid ‘increase (intr.)’ (< Ar. zyd, 
Wehr:539); mazyir ‘cause to swell’ (< ?); maxyiṭ ‘cause to sew’ (< *ḥyṭ, SL 
422f.; DJBA 436; MD 135); maxyip ‘bathe (tr.)’ (< *ḥpp, SL 481; DJBA 
477f.; MD 136); masyiv ‘make old’ (< *sʔb, SL 958; DJBA 782); maryix 
‘stretch’ (< *ʔrx, SL 100; DJBA 168; MD 37); maṣyiṭ ‘obey’ (< *ṣyt, SL 1282; 
DJBA 957f.; MD 392); manyix ‘rest’ (< *nyḥ, SL 897; DJBA 735f.; MD 293); 
madyin ‘lend’ (< Ar. dyn, Wehr:422f.); malyiz ‘hurry’ (< Kurd. lezandin, 
Chyet 2003:351); maryiz ‘put in order’ (< Kurd. rēz kirin ‘to arrange in a 

                                                        
49 Younansardaroud 2001:107f.  The verb marim ‘raise, lift’ belongs to neither 

of these groups, like in C. Urmi and Jilu. 
50 The same happens in Barwar: both patterns of C-stem II-y verbs, mazid and 

mazyǝd, are attested in competition for the same roots (Khan 2008:236f.).  
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row or line,’ Chyet 2003:515); maryis ‘irrigate’ (< *rss, SL 1477; DJBA 
1089).  

The same two varieties exist in C. Urmi. Cf. a few examples of C-stem 
verbs with doubling of the first radical: mamməx ‘sniff’ < *mḥḥ, maqqəm ‘raise 
up’ < *qym vs. marəm, marma ‘lift’ < *rym.51 The following verbs exhibit the 
pattern of the sound root: mabyən ‘seem’ < *byn, madyəl ‘assist at birth’ 
< *yld, malyəz ‘hurry’ (< Kurd. lezandin ‘hurry’),52 manyəx ‘get rest, find relief’ 
< *nyḥ.53 At least a part of them can be explained in the same way as for 
Sardarid.  

In the Jewish dialects mentioned below, there are two Infectum bases 
for II-y verbs in the C-stem: some verbs have a long second vowel, while 
others have a short (i. e., elidable) one. Cf. the data from J. Urmi: 
mazəd/mazida vs. mazəd/mazda,54 Amədya mazəd/mắzida vs. maləp/malpa.55 
Both types of bases for II-y verbs in the C-stem are also attested in Beta-
nure. The first one, māləp/malpa, is restricted to the verbs myṣ ‘nurse’ 
< *mṣṣ, ṛym ‘lift’ < *rym, qyḏ ‘burn (tr.)’ < *yqḏ and lyp ‘teach’ < *ylp, which 
are conjugated on the pattern of I-y/ʔ class in the C-stem. The second one 
has the basic forms māqəm/máqima.56 

This evidence is explainable on the hypothesis that some verbs shifted 
to II-y class more recently than others. These relative newcomers keep 
their old Infectum with a short (elidable) second vowel: maləp/malpa ‘teach’ 
(lyp < *ylp). As for the pristine hollow verbs and those which entered the 
club long ago, they maintain the characteristic long vowel of the second 
syllable. 

Summing up: in NENA there exist two shapes of the C-stem II-y verbs 
with the weak /y/: maCV ̄C and maCCVC,57 depending on an individual 
variety of NENA. Of these two, only maCV ̄C is attested in Turoyo. The 
phonological rules of Sardarid do not allow us to decide whether the 
maCCVC shape is the manifestation of a synchronic phonological process 
or it is a piece of evidence for the merging of II-y and II = III. In Sardarid, 
                                                        

51 Hetzron 1969:125f. 
52 Chyet 2003:351. 
53 Hetzron 1969:126. 
54 Khan 2008a:108. 
55 Greenblatt 2011:207–215. 
56 Mutzafi 2008:73f. 
57 We cannot ascertain the etymological quantity of the second vowel, because 

it always stands in a closed syllable due to gemination of the last radical before a 
suffix beginning with a vowel. 
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the D-stem gemination was lost (e. g., pāliṭ ‘free’), while nominal roots have 
retained their original doubling (e. g., pumma ‘mouth’).58 Therefore the 
maCCVC shape may be an innovative feature, i. e., a secondary develop-
ment. Cf. the picture in Barwar, where the retention of doubling in nouns 
is lexical, i. e., unpredictable (ləbba ‘heart,’ qaddiša ‘saint’ vs. basima ‘pleas-
ant’), while doubling in verb forms is always due to synchronic 
phonological rules (mălə́pa ~ mălə́ppa ‘she teaches,’ qaṭlə́nne  ‘I (m.) kill 
him’).59 

The same is true of Jilu. The grammatical gemination in the D-stem 
was lost (cf. the D-infinitives zobone ‘to sell,’ šodore ‘to send’), while doubling 
exists in certain nouns of Aramaic stock (əzza ‘she-goat’), loanwords (ğulla 
‘clothing,’ mudda ‘a period of time’), as well as in some verbs which must 
have been recently borrowed or formed (rozzole ‘to shame’ < Kurd. rezīlī 
‘shame’;60 a counterexample is xollole ‘to wash’ < MEA ḥll).  

C. Urmi also exhibits this feature. The grammatical gemination of the 
D-stem was lost in verbs of Aramaic origin (qabəl ‘receive,’ bašəl ‘cook’) or 
old loans (ǧarəb < Ar. D-stem ǧrb ‘try’61). At the same time, a number of 
roots which must have been borrowed or derived more recently double 
their second radical in the D-stem (qavvəm < Kurd. qewimīn ‘happen,’62 
ǧavvəb < Ar. D-stem ǧwb ‘answer,’63 but cf. xalləl ‘wash’). According to 
Geoffrey Khan, consonantal doubling in nouns is of the same nature as in 
Barwar, i. e., lexical.64  

Thus the shape maCCVC is secondary in Sardarid, Jilu and C. Urmi. 
In Sardarid, the doubling of R1 is due to synchronic phonological rules 
and must represent a further development of the maCV ̄C shape.  In Jilu 
and C. Urmi, the doubling of R1 is due to various difficult-to-describe fea-
tures, in particular to the erstwhile phonological context.  

To sum up: we believe that both Turoyo and various NENA idioms 
developed maCV ̄C and maCCVC each of them on its own, on an analogy 
with geminated roots. The prosodic analogy with the old II = III forms 

                                                        
58 The observable synchronic gemination in verb forms is secondary. 
59 Khan 2008:98–103. 
60 Kurdoev 1960:638. 
61 Wehr 1985:173. 
62 Chyet 2003:486. 
63 Wehr 1985:213. 
64 Khan 2016: I 195f. 
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rather than with the sound root (pace Siegel and Khan) is born out by simi-
lar shifts in Middle Aramaic, as traced above.  

The other shapes of II-y NENA verbs, mazəd/mazda and mazyəd, cannot 
be the result of an analogy with geminated roots. They are explained as 
follows. 

Verbs of the deviating form mazəd/mazda have never belonged to the 
II-y type in the C-stem. Having moved to II-y class in the G-stem, they 
possess other kinds of roots in derived stems.  

Thus, as suggested above, the shape mazyəd of Barwar, Sardarid and 
C. Urmi is innovative. In Sardarid, C. Urmi, and probably in Jilu mazyəd  
serves as a shape for adaptation and derivation of new II-y verbs and is re-
stricted to a few roots. Barwar looks more advanced, because it uses 
mazid/mazída and mazyəd for most II-y verbs interchangeably.  

As for the Preterit of the C-stem II-y verbs, it was formed on the basis 
of Infectum. This Preterit keeps all phonological features of the Infectum 
bases discussed above, as is clear from the following examples: Turoyo 
maqəmle/maqimole; Barwar muzidle/muzidale and muzyədle/muzyədale; Beta-
nure moqəmle/moqimale and moləple/mulpale; Jilu moddərre. Thus NENA II-y 
verbs follow the vocalic pattern of the C-stem sound verbs. The Preterit 
base of J. Urmi, Sanandaj and Sulemaniyya is an exception, because in it 
the prefix vowel has dropped out from the open syllable: J. Urmi 
mzədle/mzidale and mzədle/məzdale; Sanandaj mšíšle; Sulemaniyya 
mzīdle/mzīdale. Cf. a few examples of the vowel syncope in Preterit from 
the respective varieties: Sulemaniyya mĭbrĭq ‘he shone’ vs. mbĭrqa ‘she 
shone,’65 Sanandaj ṭăše ‘he hides’ vs. ṭšele ‘he hid’66, J. Urmi maxəl ‘he feeds’ 
vs. mxəlle ‘he fed.’67 

 
Appendix: Etymologically geminated roots in Turoyo68 

ʔnn II manən/mananle ‘moan, groan’ 
ʔss II m[ʔ]asəs/m[ʔ]asasle ‘found, set up’ 
ʕyǧ I ʕoyəǧ/ʕayəǧ ‘spread (fire)’ (intr.) 
ʕyz III maʕəz/maʕəzle ‘honour’ 
ʕzz II mʕazəz/mʕazazle ‘honour’ 

                                                        
65 Khan 2004:91. 
66 Khan 2009:107f. 
67 Khan 2008a:105f. 
68 The data are from our Verb Glossary of Turoyo (in progress), on which see 

Furman–Loesov 2015. The etymological information is adduced in the respective 
entries of the Glossary.  
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blbl mbalbəl/mbalbele ‘part ways, become separated’  
 (only one detransitive token in the Glossary) 
brbz mbarbəz/mbarbazle ‘scatter, spread’ (trans.) 
bṣbṣ mbaṣbəṣ/mbaṣbaṣle ‘sparkle (the eyes), to stare’ 
bšbš mbašbəš/mbašbašle ‘brighten (face)’ 
byq I boyəq/bayəq ‘rot’ 
byṭ I boyəṭ/bəṭle ‘explode’ (intr.) 
byx III mabəx/mabəxle ‘emit (smell)’  
byz I boyəz/bəzle ‘spill, scatter (liquids)’ 
dll II mdaləl/mdalele ‘spoil’ 
dyl III madəl/madile ‘show’ 
dyq I doyəq/dəqle ‘knock’ 
ḏym I ḏoyəm/ḏəmle ‘rebuke, reproach’ 
ḏ̣yr III maḏ̣ər/maḏ̣əlle ‘damage, harm’ 
fkfk mfakfək/mfakfakle ‘take apart/to pieces’ 
frfr/prpr mfarfər/mfarfalle ‘[onomatopoetic] flutter (with wings),  
 make inarticulate noises’ 
fyk I foyək/fəkle ‘release [technically] (make to pieces ), [dis]solve’ 
fyr I foyər/fayər ‘fly’ 
gyš I goyəš/gəšle ‘touch’ 
ġmm1 II  miġaməm/mġaməm (detrans.) ‘become covered by clouds’ 
ġmm2 II           mġaməm/mġamamle ‘sadden, grieve’ 
ġyṭ I ġoyəṭ/ġəṭle ‘sink’ (trans. and intr.) 
ǧdd II mǧadəd/mǧadadle ‘renew’ 
ǧsǧs mǧasǧəs/mǧasǧasle ‘touch (a body, a corpse)’ 
ǧss II mǧasəs/mǧasasle ‘spy’ 
hdd II mhadəd/mhadadle ‘threaten; confirm’ 
hlhl mhalhəl/mhalhele ‘wail’ 
hrhz mharhəz/mharhazle ‘shake’ 
hyd I hoyəd/hayəd ‘go to ruin’ 
hyz I hoyəz/həzle ‘shake’ 
ḥǧǧ II mḥaǧəǧ/mḥaǧaǧle ‘quarrel’ 
ḥly II mḥale/mḥalele ‘allow’ 
ḥmm II mḥaməm/mḥamamle ‘bathe’ 
ḥqq II mḥaqəq/mḥaqaqle ‘examine, investigate’ 
ḥyf I ḥoyəf/ḥəfle ‘wash’ 
ḥyk I ḥoyək/ḥəkle ‘scratch’ 
ḥym I ḥoyəm/ḥayəm ‘be hot’ 
ḥyn III maḥən/maḥəlle ‘pity’ 
ḥys III maḥəs/maḥəsle ‘wake up; awaken’ 
ḥyš III maḥəš/maḥəšle ‘tear off’ 
krr II mkarər/mkaralle ‘repeat’ 
kyb I koyəb/kəble ‘bend down’ 
kyf I koyəf/kəfle ‘bend down’ 
lyf I  loyəf/ləfle ‘roll’ 
lym I loyəm/layəm ‘gather’ 
myd I moyəd/mədle ‘grasp, seize’ 
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myr I moyər/mayər ‘be bitter’ 
myṣ I moyəṣ/məṣle ‘suck’ 
nyṭ I noyəṭ/nayəṭ ‘jump’ 
qrr II mqarər/mqaralle ‘decide’ 
qyr1 I qoyər/qayər ‘be cold’ 
qyr2 III maqər/maqəlle ‘decide’ 
qyṣ I qoyəṣ/qəṣle ‘cut’ 
qyš I qoyəš/qəšle ‘collect’ 
qyṯ I qoyəṯ/qayəṯ ‘stick, cling’ 
rqq I roqəq/raqəq ‘be thin’ 
ryf I royəf, rayəf ‘flutter’ 
ryg I royəg ‘desire’ – no Preterit in the Glossary 
ryq I royəq/rəqle ‘spit’ 
rys I royəs/rəsle ‘sprinkle’ 
ryš I royəš/rəšle ‘sprinkle’ 
smm II msaməm/msamamle ‘poison’ 
ṣḥḥ II mṣaḥəḥ/mṣaḥaḥle ‘correct’ 
škk II mšakək/mšakakle ‘doubt’ 
šqšq mšaqšəq/mšaqšaqle ‘split, tear to pieces’ 
šyʕ I šoyəʕ/šəʕle ‘putty’ 
šyr III mašər/mašəlle ‘think, believe’ 
tym I toyəm/tayəm ‘end’ 
xyf I xoyəf/xayəf ‘be light’ 
xyr I xoyər/xayər ‘flow’ 
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